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abstract 
Each year a large amount of resources have been devoted into porting operating 

system kernels from one machine to another. This paper proposes a new system which 
is able to construct operating system kernel automatically based on kernel functions 
specification and hardware interface specification. The system can increase the 
efficiency and productivity of porting operating systems or building new systems. It 
can also generate more reliable kernels than human programmers. 

1. Introduction 

The operating system (OS) kernel is the core of an OS. It interacts directly with 
hardware and provides a hardware independent interface. It contains some fundamen- 
tal functions, such as process management, inter-process communication and schedul- 
ing, so that the rest of the OS can be built as user processes running on top of it. 

The OS kernel is the most critical part of an OS. It is critical in the sense of 
efficiency and reliability. The kernel functions are the support for all the activities of 
the OS and therefore are the most heavily used. The design and programming of the 
kernel must be error free. Any hidden bugs would cause disastrous results in real 
situations. 

The OS kernel is the most time consuming part in the development of an OS. 
The kernel interacts with computer hardware directly. Kernel programming involves a 
lot of hardware details, such as probing the status of a device, reading data from a 
physical device port, and so on. It is regarded as the most nasty and error prone part 
of an OS program. Moreover the non-determinacy of interrupts makes the kernel 
debugging and testing extremely difficult. Kernel programming requires a lot of effort 
and time by experienced system programmers. 

The OS kernel needs to be reproduced more often than the rest of the OS. Since 
the kernel is hardware dependent, if an OS is to be ported from one machine architec- 
ture to another, the kernel needs to be re-implemented on the other machine architec- 
ture. There is usually no need to change the other parts of the OS because they are 
designed to be hardware independent. Each year there are many OSs being moved to 
new machines due to the requirement of running these OSs on them or simply due to 
the machine hardware upgradings. Thus there is a large amount of effort being spent 
on porting the OS kernels. 
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Although the theory and techniques of building OSs have been established for 
several decades, most of the researches concentrate on performance issues of various 
part of the OS, such as scheduling algorithms, file systems, memory management, and 
so on. Few researches address the issues of automatic OS construction. In contrast, 
tools for automatic compiler generation have been widely used since 1980's, such as 
YACC[4], GMD[3] and Eli[2]. There is a great need to develop similar tools as 
compiler's construction for generating OSs. 

This paper proposes a new system which is able to generate the OS kernel code 
automatically based on the hardware interface specification and the kernel functions 
specification. This system has the following advantages: 

I 

(1) It is much more efficient and productive for porting or building OSs. It reduces 
(or eliminates) the human effort in programming on hardware directly and takes 
less time to generate a kernel for a specific hardware architecture. 

(2) The code generated by this system is more reliable (containing less errors). 
Human programming is usually more error prone than the machine. This is par- 
ticularly true when programming directly on tedious and complicated hardware. 

(3) The generated kernel would have a better modularity of the code structure, which 
makes the debugging and maintenance easier. This is because the code generated 
by the system follows some rules or regulations. It would be easy to find some 
common characteristics of the procedures or code segments from a generated pro- 
gram. 

(4) The method of automatic kernel construction promotes an uniform kernel inter- 
face. The kernel interface is not only hardware independent, but OS independent. 
The kernel functions are generic to all general OSs. If the kernel interface is 
made standard, the portability of the rest parts of an OS can be easily achieved. 

2. System Overview 
Most of the early systems are monolithic systems, such as the Unix system. The 
entire operating system exists merely as a large program, known as the kernel, consist- 
ing of a set of procedures. As the functionality of the OS is constantly extended due 
to new requirements from applications and new I/O devices connected to the system, 
the kernel becomes extremely large and complicated. The Unix system is such an 
example. It is difficulty to imagine that this type of operating systems can be 
automatically constructed because of the variety of the OS functions and their com- 
plexity. 

Microkemel is a new structure for building OSs. It basically separates the tradi- 
tional OS functions into two parts, the microkernel and server processes. The microk- 
ernel only provides the minimum services to support processes running. The major 
OS system functionalities, such as file systems, directory management and memory 
management are implemented as processes (called OS servers) running on the top of 
the microkernel, the same as user processes. Many new operating systems have been 
developed by using the microkernel technology, such as Amoeba system [5], Mach [1], 
Plan 9 [3] and so on. For simplicity, we use kernel to refer microkernel in the follow- 
ing descriptions. 
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Although the functions of OSs differ greatly from one OS to another due to theft 
different objectives, their kernel functions are more or less the same. This is because 
the kernel provides the most fundamental functions that every OS would use. The 
kernel functions are limited (unlike the functions of an OS) and generic. It is possible 
to standardize the kernel functions and the kernel interface. Once its functions and 
interface are defined by a formal method, the kernel can be automatically constructed. 

We propose a Kernel Generating System (KGS) as shown in the diagram below. 
It takes the formal specification of hardware interface and the functional specification 
of the kernel interface. As the output of the system, it automatically generates the OS 
code which is specially for the target hardware and performs the required functions 
specified in the kernel interface. For ease of further debugging and maintenance, the 
generated kernel code is in a high level programming language, the C language for 
example. 

Micro-kernel 
interface specification...__ 

Kernel 
Generating 
System 

""-- Micro kernel 

Hardware 
interface specification 

The kernel interface consists of a set of primitives (or system calls) which are 
trapped into the kernel through software interrupts. The OS servers can use those 
primitives to obtain from the kernel the services, such as inter-process communication, 
physical memory allocation, input/output, and so on. The hardware interface is the 
specification of hardware architectures, such as interrupting support, memory address 
translation support, I/O subsystems, and I/O devices. 

3. Kernel Functions Specification and Hardware Independent Code Generation 

Although much research has been done on developing microkernel systems, there still 
does not exist a consensus about the functionality of the microkernel. The size of 
microkemel varies from less than 10K to over 100K. It is necessary to identify a 
minimum set of kernel functions which are powerful enough to support the variety of 
OS functionalities required by applications. The kernel is supposed to contain the fol- 
lowing functions: 
(1) inter-process communications, 
(2) low level memory management, 
(3) low level process management and scheduling, and 
(4) primary I/O operations. 

The above kernel functions are the part which is visible (which can be accessed by) to 
the rest of the OS. The other part which directly interacts with the hardware and 
drives the I/O devices is discussed in the next section. 

The interface of the kernel consists of a set of operations and data type 
definitions. An interface specification language is needed to define the syntax of the 
interface operations and to specify the semantics of the operations. The syntax of an 
operation includes the information such as operation name, parameters and their types 
and the type of return value. The semantics of an operation specifies the functionality 
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of the operation, i.e. the state changes caused by the operation. For example, the IDL 
(Interface Definition Language) used in many distributed systems such as DCE [6] and 
CORBA [8] can be used to specify the syntax of the kernel interface. 

Once the kernel functions and the interface are defined, the algorithms or struc- 
tures used to implement these kernel functions can be designed and made standard. 
Therefore the KGS can always generate the kernel with the standard interface and per- 
forming exactly the specified functions. The program code generated by the KGS for 
hardware independent kernel functions would be the same for any hardware architec- 
tures. This idea can be extended further to the whole OS code. If the OS interface 
and its functionality are standardized and formally defined, theoretically, the whole OS 
code (not only the kernel code) can be automatically generated in the similar way. 

4. Hardware Interface Specification and Hardware Dependent Code Generation 

The most critical and difficult part of the system is to generate the hardware dependent 
code of the kernel for a particular hardware architecture. The hardware dependent code 
of the kernel includes interrupt handlers, I/O device drivers, and so on. 

After investigating various types of I/O devices and their device drivers in dif- 
ferent OSs such as the Unix, MS-DOS and Amoeba system, we find that there is a 
great similarity in designing and implementing the device drivers in different systems. 
Even the device drivers for different types of I/O devices follow the similar program 
structure. Furthermore, as the progress of microprocessors, nowadays almost all the 
I/O devices are controlled by a dedicated processor (called controller). By using a 
well defined interface, the CPU communicates with the controller which further con- 
trols the actual I/O hardware. The I/O controllers make the hardware dependent code 
easier to be generated. 

To enable the KGS to generate device drivers for any specific hardware, the 
hardware interface must be formally specified. The existing hardware specifications 
(or notations) are usually for hardware design and testing like some VLSI specification 
notations. They do not address the semantics of a hardware interface, such as inter- 
face operations, interrupt signals, and so on. The required hardware specification 
language is for the purpose of code generation. It must be able to specify both static 
information and dynamic functionality. The static information includes the type of the 
device, addresses of control registers, addresses of data registers, interrupt number (or 
vector address), and so on. The dynamic functionality of.a device includes the opera- 
tions performed on the device, the conditions under which an operation should be per- 
formed, the status changes when an operation is performed, and so on. 

It is regarded as a difficult task to construct programs from general specifications, 
but the specification language used here is a very specialized and limited one. The 
interrupt handler or device driver can be generated from the specification. For exam- 
ple, the following is a simple specification of an input device: 
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interrupt number: 09H 
data port: 60H 
status port: 62H 
code for data available: 01H 
code for error: 03H 
Data-Availablek-READ 
READ --~ RESET 

The above specification only gives readers a very rough idea about what a hardware 
interface specification is like. It is not formal and complete at all. The notation 
"Condl-Op" means that condition "Con" must be true before operation "Op" can be 
performed. The notation "Opl-~Op2" means that operation "Opl" must be always fol- 
lowed by operation "Op2". An interrupt handler routine for this input device can be 
constructed in the following pattern: 

(a) check the status port whether data is ready. If so, goto (b); else return. 
(b) move data from the data port to a buffer. 
(c) reset status so that the device can interrupt again. 

For different types of input devices, their port addresses, status codes and operations 
for reading data are different from each other. However, the principles of reading data 
from devices and the operation structures are similar to each other, which makes the 
program automatic generation possible. 

5. Project Status and Open Problems 

The proposed system is still under the development. We have been tried to use the Z 
language [9] to specify some of the kernel functions and to generate C programs from 
the specifications. At the same time, we have been designing a hardware interface 
specification language which suits our requirements for code generation. We have 
investigated various hardware devices and their programming interfaces. A prototype 
of a language which is similar to functional logic specification has been developed for 
this purpose. As the project running forward, we have the following major problems 
to be solved. 

Firstly, reducing complexity of hardware interface specifications. One of the 
important objective of this system is to set OS programmers free of writing tedious 
programs for driving hardware devices. If the hardware specification is as equal com- 
plex as the hardware programming, the system would fail to achieve its original goal. 
However, if the hardware specification is not detailed enough or not complete enough, 
the system can hardly generate the code which works correctly. 

Secondly, formalizing the interactions of various modules in the kernel. Modules 
in the kernel, each being specified independently, need to interact with each other for 
data transfer, synchronization, and so on. For example, an interrupt handler of a dev- 
ice need to communicate with the corresponding device driver for data transfer, will 
be accessed by Another example is that several modules which access shared data, 
such as information about processes, have to be mutual exclusive when accessing the 
shared data. It is difficult to specify these module interactions and to have some uni- 
form methods to implement them. 
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Thirdly, flexibility of choosing algorithms for implementations. Some functions 
can be implemented by using different algorithms, which would present different 
features to the rest of the system. For example, there are many process scheduling 
algorithms, memory management algorithms. If users are allowed to choose a particu- 
lar algorithm, then how to specify (or identify) the impact (or restrictions) of this algo- 
rithm to the rest of the system in order to make all the parts working consistently. 

Finally, efficiency of the generated code. This is another major concern of the 
system. As we mentioned in the introduction, the OS kernel must be efficient because 
it is the most heavily used part in the OS. We use an uniform way to generate inter- 
rupt handlers, device drivers. Therefore code optimization based on special charac- 
teristics of a hardware architecture is another difficult and important topic. 

The proposed system is a new attempt for building OSs. It has a great 
significance for OS development. It benefits both OS researches and industries. 
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